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The Ask
Project Overview: 
A unique nomination-based contest launched by Norwegian Cruise Line to acknowledge and reward deserving 
teachers who go above and beyond for their students in the U.S and Canada.

The campaign was launched in advance of Teacher Appreciation Week (May 6-10, 2019) and the North American 
debut of the cruise line's 15th ship, Norwegian Joy. The company wanted to leverage the ship's heartwarming name 
for a compelling campaign that acknowledged and celebrated the intersection of travel and education.

In-market:
March 12, 2019 – April 12, 2019

Objectives:
• Increase media attention to the debut of 15th Cruise ship, Norwegian Joy in the U.S
• Reward teachers across the nation (The U.S and Canada)

Target: 
1. Accredited teachers currently employed at a Public or Private elementary school, middle school, high school, 

or an accredited university or college (in the U.S and Canada)
2. Schools/ Universities/ Colleges

Deliverables:
• Contest Design, copywriting development and scalable hosting
• Data moderation (Submissions)
• Winner verification (multi-phase)
• Teacher Verification (See verification document)
• Non-disclosure
• Judging (See judging document)
• Reporting (daily)
• Support (Inquiries)
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Prizing

Contest Prizing 
The initial prize was to reward 15 teachers and their guests with a 7-day cruise of their 
choice, while providing one of the teachers’ schools with a $15,000 USD donation.

Prizing Increase as a result of Great Response
The campaign was so successful, Norwegian Cruise Line responded by updating its 
contest, now rewarding 30 teachers with 30 gifts of joy.

Additionally, the top three teachers’ schools would now receive $25,000, $15,000 and 
$10,000 respectively. All of the winners will be flown out to the Norwegian Joy Gala on 
May 3, 2019 in Seattle to accept their prizes. Each of the the three grand prize winners’ 
school principals and superintendents were also invited to accept the grand prize 
donations.
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Site Flow

The platform allowed visitors to nominate or vote for a  
teacher they knew or themselves.

To Nominate :
To submit a nomination, visitors could click “Nominate a 
Teacher”, complete a form on the microsite with details of 
the person they are nominating, their picture and a 250 
word reason for nominating along with details about 
nominator. 

After completing the form, the entrant or the nominator 
could review their entry in the gallery and share it on social 
to gather votes or nominate another person.

To Vote:
The visitor/voter could click “Cast Your Vote” and register to 
vote by logging in with Facebook. This process captured 
Name, email, browser, country, device, date stamp & IP 
Address. *Email is not captured where a person is 
registered on Facebook using their phone number. 

They could search for entrants in the public gallery using 
first and/or last name of the nominated person using the 
search functionality. 
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1. Landing Page

User nomination 
button 

Standard footer included 
links to FAQ and Help

Link to gallery to cast 
vote for nominated 
person

Live vote counter
Menu with links to 
Nominate a teacher, 
Cast your Vote, 
Terms and conditions 
and FAQ.

Link to help email ncl@raven5.com,  a dedicated inbox that included an auto 
responder message sent to recipient with a link to FAQ and a dedicated 
support team at RAVEN5 handled all incoming messages relating to edits to 
nominations, removal requests and general questions within 48hrs.

mailto:ncl@raven5.com
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2. Nomination Form

The opt-in form required a photo upload, 
(up to) 250-word description, the 
nominee’s name, email, 
phone, school, province/state, postal/zip 
code, as well as name, 
email and phone of the person making 
the nomination.

Menu with links to 
Nominate a teacher, 
Cast your Vote, 
Terms and conditions 
and FAQ.

Agreement to receive 
marketing communications.
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3. Gallery

Public gallery showing all submitted 
entries

Menu with links to 
Nominate a teacher, 
Cast your Vote, 
Terms and conditions 
and FAQ.

Order by Latest 
Entries or Most Voted

The Platform allowed searching for 
entries using first and/or last name of 
the entrant
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4. View entry / Vote for entrant

Share button allowing to share 
direct URL of the entry on 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
via email to gather more votes.

Description submitted in the 
“Nomination Form” by Nominator

Photo submitted in the 
“Nomination Form” by Nominator

Total votes accumulated 
by the contestant

Button to vote for the contestant. 
Once voter verifies themselves 
using Facebook or their email they 
can cast their vote.
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5. Examples of sharing

Facebook

Email

Twitter

Pinterest

Note: When sharing an entry, the URL is linked directly back to the nominee’s page to allow the visitor to easily vote for them.
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Marketing

The marketing execution was excellent as the team at NCL leveraged all market facets, press releases, radio, TV, email, social, video, as well as partner and 
associate marketing and support. The launch activities were both relevant and timely in their management.

The launch and communications by Andy Steward, President and CEO of NCL, along with some strong personal messaging was a key to the program’s success. 
The strong, powerful and personal messaging highlighting the program certainly resonated. “I encourage everyone to nominate the teachers in their life,” said 
Stuart. “This is an opportunity to publicly say ‘thank you’ and recognize the outstanding efforts they make every day.”

Along with the above efforts, the timing heading into Teacher Appreciation Week bordered on brilliant. As such, timing for the program running in mid-March to mid-
April worked well.
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Media Attention

Donald Trump Jr.’s Tweeted about one of the contestant Nicole 
Conlisk, the tweet received 5.2K re-tweets and 22K likes.

abc7NY reported about Nicole Conlisk being nominated 
in the NCL Giving Joy contest. 

93.1FM (Commercial FM radio station in Indianapolis) talked 
about Jason Seaman, a Noblesville West Middle School 
teacher who stopped a shooter last May, 2018 having a 
chance to win a free vacation in NCL Giving Joy Contest.

Andy Stuart, President & CEO of Norwegian Cruise 
Line, talks about their Giving Joy Campaign.

Erie News Now report about one of the finalist from NCL 
Giving Joy Contest.

This particular contest had a certain level of virality and was picked by local news channels and radio stations.
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P.R.

Media Releases

• Norwegian Cruise Line Launches Giving Joy Campaign to Reward Educators

• Norwegian Cruise Line Doubles Cruise Giveaways and Adds to Grand Prizing for ‘Giving Joy’ Teacher Recognition Initiative
• Norwegian Cruise Line Announces Winners Of Giving Joy Campaign

Media Attention

• Norwegian Cruise Line Campaign Recognizing Teachers Surpasses One Million Votes

• Norwegian Cruise Line Is Giving Free Cruises to Teachers This Spring (travelandleisure.com)
• Noblesville teacher Jason Seaman nominated for national competition (wthr.com)

• All Aboard, Educators! Norwegian Cruise Line Wants to Give Away Free Trips to Teachers (people.com)

• Norwegian Cruise Line offering free trips for teachers (FOX8 | Cleveland)
• Eagle River Elem. teacher nominated for free cruise after challenging year (News Watch 12)

https://www.ncl.com/ca/en/press-releases/norwegian-cruise-line-launches-giving-joy-campaign-reward-educators
https://www.ncl.com/ca/en/press-releases/norwegian-cruise-line-doubles-cruise-giveaways-and-adds-grand-prizing-%E2%80%98giving-joy%E2%80%99-te
https://www.ncl.com/ca/en/press-releases/norwegian-cruise-line-announces-winners-giving-joy-campaign?cid=SM_NCL_PRO_BRA_FBK_LRN_WLP_NA_GIVINGJOYWINNERS42419_NA_NA&fbclid=IwAR0ndBas7T2lhNZx-gtoT-LCLnZGuPv7OHL3eTenAbugwyJopqNxT3ttqhg
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/norwegian-cruise-line-campaign-recognizing-teachers-surpasses-one-million-votes-300817675.html
https://www.travelandleisure.com/cruises/norwegian-free-cruises-for-teachers
https://www.wthr.com/article/noblesville-teacher-jason-seaman-nominated-national-competition
https://people.com/travel/norwegian-cruise-line-giving-away-free-trips-teachers/
https://fox8.com/2019/03/18/norwegian-cruise-line-offering-free-trips-for-teachers/
https://www.wjfw.com/storydetails/20190326183604/eagle_river_elem_teacher_nominated_for_free_cruise_after_challenging_year
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Lifetime Entries / Votes

Total Nominations

46,260

Total Votes

1,438,885
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Lifetime Statistics

Mar 12, 2019  – Apr 12, 2019
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Lifetime Device Usage 

Mar 12, 2019  – Apr 12, 2019

5.68%
5.7%
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Lifetime Top Referrals

Mar 12, 2019  – Apr 12, 2019



Lifetime Traffic Overview
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Lifetime Top Social Referrals

Mar 12, 2019  – Apr 12, 2019
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Lifetime Top Web Referrals

Mar 12, 2019  – Apr 12, 2019
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Lifetime Top Locations
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Observations
• The program launched March 12, 2019 and for 2 weeks through March 26, 2019 gained 

exceptional traction and continued to hold both entrants’ and voters’ attention for 4 consecutive 
weeks.

• Google Analytics confirmed that there were 3,438,886 users with 4,635,243 sessions and 
10,574,599 pages views of which viewed 2.28 pages per session and spent 1.41 minutes per 
visit.

• The program received over 15,000 entries in the first three days confirming that the launch 
activities were both relevant and timely in their management.

• The original concept surrounding the launch of giving joy through teachers clearly resonated with 
teachers, students and parents. The timing heading into Teacher Appreciation Week bordered on 
brilliant.

• Given the marketing focus, the TV and radio spots added more fuel to the campaign. Users 
came from almost every major city: New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Nashville, Houston, 
Washington, Los Angeles, Charlotte, Philadelphia as well as Orlando, Miami and Tampa.

• The program gathered over 46,000 submissions and their accompanying nominator and nominee 
email addresses, while the voting process gathered over 1 million email addresses as well. Both 
lists can be leveraged for future educational and marketing opportunities.

• It’s apparent that the market was open to this level of engagement with a strong and clear call to 
action that resonated with both NCL and national audiences alike. The launch and 
communications by Andy Steward, President and CEO of NCL, along with some strong personal 
messaging was a key to the program’s success.

• Norwegian Cruise Line received an incredible amount of positive media attention through various 
mediums. The top nominated teachers further drove this campaign with their own stories, adding 
to NCL’s brand equity.
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Unique as your Customers

RAVEN5 is the leader in Sweepstakes, Contests and Promotions. 
Rated as “The World’s First Contest Marketing Agency” according to Google, Bing, Yahoo! and DuckDuckGo.

We create experiences unique as your customers.


